We now have ways, at least on the computer, to design simple systems that perform functions inspired by biology, such as the ability of proteins (e.g. hemoglobin) to change their conformations upon binding of an atom (oxygen) or molecule, or the ability of the brain’s vascular network to send enhanced blood flow and oxygen to specific areas of the brain associated with a given task. For example, we can design on the computer thousands of different central-force spring networks that all produce a desired strain (change their conformation) in response to an applied strain (approximating the binding of an atom or molecule), or thousands of flow networks that all send enhanced flow to a local region. I will show how we can use these ensembles of networks to understand how function emerges using persistent homology, an analysis developed by mathematicians to identify topologically significant features. We close the loop by applying the analysis to real proteins, showing that how function emerges is remarkably similar in proteins and our designed networks.
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